CALL FOR PAPERS

The Journal of European and American Intelligence Studies (JEAIS) is seeking papers focusing on the field of intelligence and related areas of study and practice, such as terrorism and counterterrorism, domestic and international security, geopolitics, and international relations. The papers should contain or examine original research on the broader European and American practice and study of intelligence, but also highlight intelligence themes from other regions of the world, to include Africa and Asia, as well as Oceania. Submissions will undergo rigorous and highly selective screening, as well as an exhaustive review process. Editors will pay particular attention to papers that discuss and challenge established or emerging ideas, address existent knowledge gaps by advancing new knowledge on intelligence-related topics, and examine intelligence scholarship beyond traditional communities of research.

Relevant Topics Include:

- international intelligence cooperation
- intelligence operations
- intelligence analysis
- inter-agency cooperation
- practitioner-policymaker relations
- military intelligence
- politicization of intelligence
- counterintelligence
- intelligence and sub-state violence
- intelligence and privacy
- intelligence and democracy
- intelligence ethics
- intelligence, race and gender
- technology and intelligence

Manuscripts may be submitted to:
jonsmith@coastal.edu; christian.kaunert@southwales.ac.uk; and secretary@rieas.gr

Deadline for Submissions: Monday, October 2, 2023
Instructions for Authors

• Submitted manuscripts must not exceed 8,000 words, excluding a 250-word abstract (required) and any footnotes, as well as the bibliography/references. Manuscripts that exceed the word limit will be automatically rejected and returned to their authors.

• Manuscripts will be accepted for submission and evaluation with the understanding that their content is unpublished, original work by their authors, and have not been submitted for publication elsewhere.

• All accepted manuscripts and artwork become the property of the publisher, which is the Research Institute for European and American Studies (RIEAS).

• The entirety of manuscripts, including title page, abstracts, tables, legends, and references, should be typewritten and submitted in a Word-type file. No portable document format (PDF) documents will be accepted.

• Submissions should be 1.5-spaced and use Times New Roman size 12 as their standard font.

• All margins should be at least one inch in length, and all pages should be numbered consecutively throughout the manuscript.

• Titles must be as brief and clear as possible. On the title page, please include full names of authors, their academic and/or other professional affiliations, their contact information (including email accounts) and their complete mailing address for correspondence.

• All references should be numbered consecutively and listed as footnotes at the end of every page. In the text, references should be cited by a superior character of the corresponding number.

• For further information on writing style, consult The Chicago Manual of Style, 17th edition.